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We offer contract screen printing to advertising specialty industry. Most apparel can be screen printed with  excellent quality.
Prices are most competite in the market. We will any advertised price with similar product and quality.

PCS 1 Color 2 Colors 3 Colors 3 Colors 5 Colors 6 Colors
36-71 $2.01 $2.72 $3.42 $4.12 $4.83 $5.53

72-143 $1.92 $2.45 $3.00 $3.53 $4.09 $4.64
144-215 $1.33 $1.98 $2.62 $3.27 $3.90 $4.54
216-287 $1.29 $1.90 $2.49 $3.10 $3.71 $4.31
288-431 $1.06 $1.56 $2.03 $2.51 $3.00 $3.48
432-575 $1.05 $1.50 $1.98 $2.43 $2.89 $3.36
576-863 $0.70 $0.93 $1.14 $1.37 $1.60 $1.81

864-1151 $0.67 $0.87 $1.06 $1.27 $1.46 $1.67
1152-2999 $0.49 $0.63 $0.74 $0.87 $1.46 $1.10

This digital wave gives a unique business opportunity.  Whether your focus in on personalized gifts, 
advertising specialties or just plain old one of a kind T-shirts. 

Add $2 per pc for dark garments.
Digital technology is everywhere. Your customer are buying digital cameras at an increassing rate.   

12 to 49
50 to 99

100 to 499
500+ $3.80

$4.75
$4.28
$3.33
$2.85

$5.70
$5.23
$4.28

* Color change $10 per color (ink washes)
* Screen charge $30 per color for new order with camera ready art

Screen printing

1 to 6
6 to 11

Digital Heat Transfers
8.5 x 11
$9.50
$7.60

11 x 17
$11.40
$8.55

Decoration Price list

* Pre-production sample free for orders over 1152pcs
* $15 per color plus screens for samples on orders 36-1151pcs

Quantity

* Some items due to size, cost, and compatibility are subject to surchage
* Dark garments add an additional color and on additional screen charge
* Printing prices are 1 per location with same imprint/color
* 3% over/under run billable
* Spotage allowance of 2.5% or 1 garment
* $200 PMS color match
* Sutability of garment / product and special placements are subject to our judgment
* Artwork editing $60 per hour ($60 minimum)

* Reorders $12 per color on exact returns
* Screens are reclaimed after 6 months
* Designs not repeated after 6 months. Requires new setup

Screen and Setup Charges
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